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they were, had held together. Germany had given only an example
of panic, disarray, and confusion. On a conservative estimate no
less than 40 per cent of the nation was behind two extremist
parties which sought only to make confusion worse confounded
in order, apparently, to establish ultimately a gang dictatorship
over Germany and for the moment to clear the stage for a bloody
civil war of which no one could see the outcome, but which any-
one could see would leave Germany a ruined., impotent nation
much as she had been after the Thirty Years War. Nearly three
hundred years of progress would be wiped out in a few weeks
and the disaster of the war find its final end in complete ruin.
It was a prospect whose probability could not be gainsaid, how-
ever one might prate of the impossibility of it in the twentieth
century; it was a prospect calculated to appal the stoutest-hearted
patriot; in Germany by 1932 the capacity for being appalled was
almost the only faculty which the stout-hearted seemed still to
possess. Worse still, the party which, to give it its due, had played
a major part in those two hundred years of constructive work
was openly aiding and abetting the anarchists. Against them both
the decent men and the honest men seemed, and felt themselves,
helpless and beaten.
Nowhere was that impression more felt than in "the political
class." Curiously apart from the nation though they were in the
manner of a political class, they were never out of touch with
the nation, and they realized all too clearly that anything in the
nature of a great national rally to a fatherland in danger was as
impossible now as the levee en masse in 1918 or 1919. It remained
to make the attempt to draw profit from the crisis by proving
that the old ways were better than the new democracy. And now
comes one of those curious episodes that is so characteristic of
the backstage political life of Germany. The existence of a little
circle—some of them deliberately selected by somebody or there
in virtue of office, others self-appointed—which might be described
as the President's privy council, has already been mentioned, and
it was also said that there could be no talk at that time of a
presidential party. The year 1931 saw the beginnings of such
a party's formation. While it was still free from Hugenberg's

